The new Actros L
For more relaxed driving, more efficient working
and more comfortable living. The new Actros L
redefines the premium class of Mercedes-Benz
Trucks. Learn more at mbtrucks.co.uk

The new Actros L takes the standard of Mercedes-Benz Trucks to the next level and is brilliant in every way – no matter whether
it’s the driving experience or the home comforts. Numerous premium features and technical innovations provide a high degree
of comfort and safety.
CAB

L-cab StreamSpace/L-cab BigSpace/L-cab GigaSpace

OVERALL WIDTH

2.50 m

ENGINE TUNNEL

Flat floor

HEADROOM

1.97 m

MODEL VARIANT

963 LHD/RHD
(22 different options)

AXLE CONFIGURATION
ENGINE OUTPUT
*Engines available with 200 Nm additional
torque in top gear when specified with
certain axle ratios and tyres.

PERM. GROSS WEIGHT

4x2, 6x2, 6x4
10.7L:

326 hp

1700 Nm

360 hp

1800 Nm

12.8L:

421 hp

2100 Nm*

449 hp

15.6L:

517 hp

2600 Nm

578 hp

18 t, 20 t, 25 t, 26 t

394 hp

1900 Nm

428 hp

2100 Nm

455 hp

2200 Nm

2200 Nm*

476 hp

2300 Nm*

510 hp

2500 Nm

530 hp

2600 Nm

2800 Nm

625 hp

3000 Nm

PAINTWORK

On customer request

Home comforts
The new model of the Actros impresses with even greater comfort for the driver. Thanks to a driver’s cab that is 2.50 metres wide with
a flat floor, it is exceptionally spacious. The Actros L also scores points with top-quality equipment that is tailored to drivers’ needs.
The optimised seat position offers further adjustment options and the new seat covers provide a pleasant ambience. The quality of
the living conditions is immensely important. That’s because only someone who is fully rested can successfully complete the longest
journeys. The Actros L facilitates undisturbed rest with its improved noise insulation and turns the cab into the perfect comfort zone
with its comfortable mattress and thicker, cosier topper.

RoadEfficiency

Radiant

Because the Actros L stands for intelligent vehicle use and
sophisticated connectivity, it also comes with an all-round service.
The Multimedia Cockpit also contributes towards optimised
consumption and better planning thanks to the Mercedes-Benz
Truck App Portal. At the same time Eco-Support and Euro VI can
help you to drive more efficiently. And thanks to different
programmes, from the well-proven Fleetboard to the Uptime
analysis tool, the Actros L offers straightforward support for a
range of very different needs.

On the outside the truck also gleams with radiant splendour
thanks to striking paintwork and chrome-plated lettering.
The innovative, optional LED headlights are also a very special
highlight. Thanks to modern technology they provide more
reliable light conditions and, with their outstanding brightness,
increase safety in many different situations.

